
Learn Today,
Lead Tomorrow

www.learnowx.com

Visit

Step into the world where creativity 

and new ideas flourish, skills & 
careers grow together, and YOU can 
be the best version of yourself by im-

parting knowledge combined with 
excellence and innovation! 
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Cloud Analogy, a leading name in the world of CRM services 

providers, embarked on a journey to become a CRM 

specialist in 2015 with just 5 colleagues in a small workplace.

A journey of 7 years was no less than a roller coaster ride - 

full of ups and downs, but through innovation, trust, and 

excellence, we made it to:

� 900+ team members

� 450+ certified experts

� Partnerships with amazing brands

� Many awards and recognition

To make a powerful difference in students' and job aspirants' lives by preparing 

industry-level professionals for a thriving career in our industry and making them leaders 

of tomorrow, Cloud Analogy intend to tread the path of reskilling & upskilling students 

/college professionals by launching LearNowX - A one-stop online training and 

placement partner.

Our Journey So Far

About LearNowX
LearNowX,  a new venture by Cloud Analogy, is one of the 

premier training & skill development platforms, providing 

high-potential aspirants just like YOU with an opportunity 

to earn while learning, gain a wealth of knowledge, develop 

unmatched skills, and be an expert in their desired field.

Our Vision 
To be a growth catalyst of excellence for your corporate career and the first-choice 

platform for IT companies worldwide to recruit skilled candidates in no time.

Our Mission 

To transform high-potential aspirants into industry-ready professionals through highly 

engaginghands-on training programs & under the guidance of new-age experts.



Ajay Dubedi, CEO of IT companies such as Cloud Analogy 

and ForceBolt, recognized the importance 

and need for well-trained IT 

professionals. He understands 

the challenges in grooming 

today’s students to be 

industry leaders. His 

extensive experience and 

guidance have led to the 

creation of LearNowX to be a 

frontrunner in grooming IT 

industry-ready professionals.

Masterminds Behind LearNowX
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Divya Dang, a professional soft skill trainer 

with an enriched experience of 12 

years, is an expert in providing 

education related to the ins and 

outs of Business 

Communication and Business 

relationships. As a strategic 

leader with rich experience in 

Human Resources services, 

Divya aspires to help students 

hone fundamental business 

communication skills, paving the way 

for IT Companies to recruit them.



Assured Outcomes Of Training

Bridging the gap between your Dream JOB and YOU!!!

What We Offer -

LearNowX aims to provide value and knowledge-driven programs that extend learning far 

beyond the campus and the workplace with specialized, meaningful, practical experience, 

mentoring and multiple professional development sessions. 

At LearNowX, you'll be surrounded by experts who have decades of experience in various 

segments of IT, CRM, Cloud  Computing, latest programming languages. This would 

translate to great learning and career opportunities and experiences while working 

alongside renowned specialists and top talent.

LearNowX is the name you can trust to turn your passion into your profession and build a 

genuine and successful career that can only be described as AMAZING.

Are you the one interested in giving your career a boost in a tech-based niche, including

Salesforce Python Java ML and AI Full Stack
Development

Data 
Science, 

frontend, 
backend 

developme
nt, and 
more..?
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Innovativeness

Leadership Teamwork

Entrepreneurship

Unmatched
Expertise
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� Give the assessment and get enrolled in the Salesforce Developer program - Get the 

best of personalized classroom learning and gain acquaintance with fellow learners in 

the orientation class.

� Get guided learning with our most-skilled experts - Explore the course and learn the 

ins & outs of industry-standard key performance indicators by mastering Salesforce 

development and integration skills

� Become a master in Lightning Web Components - Gain a deeper understanding of the 

basics of LWCs, styling, and JavaScript fundamentals in LWC, along with hands-on 

sessions and projects on Lightning Web Component.

� Sharpen your skills to master Salesforce Implementation - Explore the world of 

Salesforce implementation with best practices to plan & execute a successful Salesforce 

implementation & ensure your project is set up for success.

� Work on the live project - Once you are well-equipped with the right skill sets to 

become a Salesforce Developer, you will be working on live projects.

Salesforce Developer - Your Learning Path With LearNowX 

Salesforce Platform Basics ll User Management ll Work with Schema Builder ll 

Organizational Setup ll Data Modeling ll Data Management ll Salesforce Mobile App ll 

Customization ll UI Customization ll Lightning Experience ll Customization Reports & 

Dashboards ll Formulas and Validations ll Security and Access ll Project-Based Assignments 

ll Build a Suggestion Box ll App ll AppExchange Basics ll External Services  ll Picklist ll 

Administration ll Salesforce Flow ll Salesforce Mobile App ll Rollout

More About The Curriculum

The Salesforce economy will create 9.3 million jobs by 2026, 

and the demand for skilled Salesforce developers will be at 

the top of the list. So, why not ace the opportunity and 

make it to the fullest?

LearNowX Salesforce developer program will help you gain 

in-demand Skills, and the right knowledge in all things Salesforce & succeed in the 

Salesforce ecosystem.

Salesforce Developer - What Is In It For You?
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� Give the assessment and get enrolled in the Salesforce Admin program - Get the 

best of personalized classroom learning and gain acquaintance with fellow learners in 

the orientation class.

� Get guided learning with our most-skilled experts - Explore the course and learn the 

ins & outs of industry-standard key performance indicators by understanding Salesforce 

Admin and Advanced Admin concepts from end to end.

� Be a hero from Zero in Salesforce Data Modeling - Gain knowledge on 

easy-to-understand Data modeling concepts and how to configure Data modelling in a 

Salesforce Org. You will also learn about standard and custom objects, object 

relationships, validation rules, formulae, and more.

� Deploy Salesforce Lightning Experience - Deploy connections for change sets and 

authorise a deployment connection. Learn how to deploy the Lightning Experience in 

Salesforce using sandbox and SFDX

� Sharpen your skills and pass the Salesforce Admin certification - We at LearNowX 

will help you become a Salesforce pro by mastering topics such as Lightning experience 

customization, Salesforce Mobile App customization, Salesforce Flow-Process Builder, 

Flow-Flow Builder, Approval Processes, and basics of Salesforce AppExchange.

� Work on the live project - Once you are well-equipped with the right skill sets to 

become a Salesforce Administrator or Consultant, you will be working on live projects.

Salesforce Admin - Your Learning Path With LearNowX 

Get hands-on training with an authorized training partner, boost your career, and 

strengthen your position as a Salesforce professional around all things Salesforce, such as 

consulting, customization, administration, integration, Data Migration, and more.

Salesforce Admin - What Is In It For You?
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� Give the assessment and get enrolled 

in the Java/Full Stack program - Get 

the best of personalized classroom 

learning and gain acquaintance with 

fellow learners in the orientation class.

� Get guided learning with our 

most-skilled experts - Explore the 

course and learn the ins & outs of Java 

Platform Standard Edition (Java SE), Java 

Platform Enterprise Edition (Java2EE), 

and Designing patterns and 

Frameworks. 

� Explore the world of Java & Full Stack 

concepts - You will gain a broad 

knowledge of core aspects of Java, 

including Exception handling, 

Multithreading, JDBC, Design Patterns, 

Collections framework, Servlets, JSP, 

HTML, CSS, JavaScript, React JS, Maven, 

Spring Frameworks, SQL, PLSQL, more.

� Build real-world projects by 

mastering Java/Full Stack - Work on 

practice projects in association with 

Cloud Analogy CRM ltd.

Your Learning Path With 

LearNowX 

Java coding skills needed to thrive in Java programming, from knowing the basics to 

mastering practical applications to help you seize opportunities to advance your career.

Java/Full Stack - What Is In It For You?



� Give the assessment and get enrolled in the Python program - Get the best of 

personalized classroom learning and gain acquaintance with fellow learners in the 

orientation class.

� Get guided learning with our most-skilled experts - Explore the course and learn 

the ins & outs of Python applications that include functions and modules, basic data 

structures, file exception handling,  OOPs concepts, Django and Flask Framework, 

and PostgreSQL in a hands-on way.

� Build real-world projects by mastering the Python language - Work on practice 

projects in association with Cloud Analogy CRM ltd

Your Learning Path With LearNowX 

LearNowX Python Program is specially designed for candidates who want to make a career 

in the field of software development to become professional Python developers and learn 

to create programs, applications, scripts, games, and more.

Python - What Is In It For You?
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� Give the assessment and get enrolled in the Front-end program - Get the best of 

personalised classroom learning and gain acquaintance with fellow learners in the 

orientation class.

� Get guided learning with our most-skilled experts - Explore the course and learn the 

ins & outs of HTML, CSS, JavaScript, TypeScript, React js, and Angular.

� Build real-world projects by mastering Java/Full Stack - Work on practice projects in 

association with Cloud Analogy CRM ltd.

Your Learning Path With LearNowX 

Become a well-rounded Front End Developer with LearNowX while mastering a broad 

spectrum of skills ranging from HTML, CSS, JavaScript, Angular, and React js. This program 

offers all-inclusive knowledge and builds job-ready skills to help you achieve your next 

career milestone.

Front End Developer - What Is In It For You?
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During this program, you will master Machine Learning algorithms using Python and gain a 

sound knowledge of identifying patterns and making decisions with minimal human 

intervention.

Machine learning Using Python -
What Is In It For You?

� Give the assessment and get enrolled in 

the Machine Learning program - Get the 

best of personalized classroom 

learning and gain acquaintance 

with fellow learners in the 

orientation class.

� Get guided learning with 

our most-skilled 

experts - Explore the 

course and learn the ins & 

outs of Python along with 

practical applications of supervised 

and unsupervised reinforcement 

algorithms and many more advanced 

concepts of Machine Learning.

� Brush up your skills in computational 

logic and critical thinking - Gain a deep 

understanding of the Statistics for Machine 

Learning, Data Preprocessing, Data 

Visualisation, Regression Analysis, and 

Dimensionality Reduction.

Your Learning Path With 

LearNowX 
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Your Experts

Vineet Kumar
(22 yrs)

Practice Head
(Salesforce, Oracle, C, 

Python)

Mohit Kumar
(12 yrs)

Practice Head
(C, Python, HTML, CSS, 

Javascript)

Divya Dang
(12 yrs)

Practice Head
(Soft skills and Business 

communication)

Urvashi
(15 yrs)

Practice Head
(Soft skills and Business 

communication)

Prem Sagar Sharma
(12 yrs)

Practice Head
(Java, .NET, HTML, CSS, 

Javascript)

Harsh Vardhan Mishra 
(17 yrs)

Practice Head
(Salesforce, Apex, C, 

Python)

Learn from the Best and become the Best.
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Our Collaboration 
With Reputed Companies 

Why Is LearNowX Worth It?

100%
Placement

Weekly Practical
Assessments

Expert Led
Training

Real-Time 
Projects

Interview
Cracking Skills

ISO Certification

Experience
Certificate

Personalized
Support & Mentorship



Training Methodology -
Your Journey From Beginner To An Expert

Explore self-paced, step-by-step tutorials that help you build your knowledge.
Step 1: Theoretical: 

Apply your gained theoretical knowledge into practice.
Step 2: Practical:

Get hands-on knowledge while working on live projects and assignments.
Step 3: Assignments:

Work on real and live projects to get full exposure to the IT industry.
Step 4: Case Studies:

Regular assessment will be done through task evaluation.

Certification Acquire out-of-the-box skills and get certified.
Step 6: Certification :

Step 7: Expertise:

Step 5: Evaluation:

Apply your knowledge and expertise to real-time internal and external projects 
to become an authority in the making.
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Hear from Our Students

It was great to be mentored under Vineet, 
he is amazing with his experience and I 
feel I have converted my passion into a 
profession only because of his guidance 
and skill-specific training approach.

Kiran
Salesforce Admin

I was always a people person but I feel I 
lacked the right knowledge to make use 
of my great communication skills, got 
mentored under Harsh and now I feel 
highly satisfied with my technical skills.

Sahil
Salesforce Developer

Excellent mentors and a vast opportunity 
to learn from business leaders with 
outstanding technical backgrounds!

Mohd Anas
Java Developer

I've always been a people person, but I 
feel like I lacked the knowledge to really 
put my excellent communication skills to 
use. After receiving mentorship from 
Harsh, I now feel very satisfied with my 
technical abilities.

Kalpana
Salesforce Developer

Always wanted to become a Quality 
Assurance Specialist and learn automation 
testing! Team Learnowx made it so easy 
and interesting, I can’t wait to get myself 
working on live projects!

Monika
Quality
Assurance Specialist

Great mentors and there’s a wide horizon 
to gain knowledge and learn from 
industry experts with amazing technical 
background!

Shubhangi
Python Developer



Get Started Now!
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Grow Your Career With Us - 

Pre-assessment
Test

1.

Demo Classes
2.

Course
Selection

3.

Gain Expertise

In Particular Field

4.

Work On
Live Projects

5.

Job Interviews

6.

Get Hired�
7.



Hope To See You Soon At LearNowX

Follow us on : 

Contact us

studentconnect@learnowx.com
https://www.learnowx.com/

Mohali : SEBIZ square IT park 7th floor C6, Sector 67, 
Sahibzada Ajit Singh Nagar, Punjab 160062 
Contact us at : +91 9254031575,  +91 9254031577

Noida : A-17, Sector 63, Noida, Uttar Pradesh 201307 
Contact us at : +91 9254031578,  +91 9254031579


